**Answer Key**

**Worksheet 1**
1. climbing mountains, Sir Edward Hillary
2. very pleased, quite surprised
3. other mountains, glaciers
4. about 50 days
5. first climbed a mountain at age 20
6. had failed in climbing Mount Everest once before, has climbed other mountains
7. didn’t sleep very much, drank a lot of tea
8. keeps fit, is an experienced mountain climber, raises bees for his work

**Worksheet 2**
1. glacier
2. summit
3. plateau
4. expedition
5. altitude
6. adventure
7. distance
8. success
9. energy
10. direction

**Worksheet 3**
1. really
2. quite
3. very
4. pleased
5. vast
6. spectacular
7. zero
8. force
9. mostly
10. takes care of
11. fit
12. work out
13. job
14. many
Worksheet 4
1. F
2. T
3. F
4. F
5. F
6. T
7. T
8. T
9. T
10. T

Worksheet 5
1. b. leader
2. c. in excellent physical condition
3. b. if you ask
4. c. small house without comforts
5. c. a shelter of cloth
6. c. long, thick string
7. a. a place to stay
8. a. gear
9. b. health
10. b. description

Worksheet 6
1. varieties
2. typical
3. ratio
4. detailed
5. fee
6. discount
7. provided
8. certificate

Worksheet 7
Nouns--geography: glacier, plateau
Nouns--places to stay: accommodations, tent
Nouns—money: fee, price
Verbs—activities: hike, swim
Adjectives—size: high, vast
Adverbs—degree: quite, somewhat
Worksheet 8
1. b.
2. a.
3. c.
4. b.
5. b.
6. a.
7. c.
8. c.

Worksheet 9
1. letter
2. reading
3. sick
4. school
5. routine
6. accommodation
7. altitude
8. boring
9. meals
10. get

Worksheet 10
Across:
3. summit
5. discount
7. sample
8. down

Down:
1. climb
2. vast
3. succeed
4. bees
6. ton